2
P.Walozak «¿j-j yj = [oC x ,^y] it follows that Hamiltonian vector fields form a subalgebra of the Lie algebra g. Let H be the Hamiltonian subgroup of G, i.e. the connected subgroup of G with h as the Lie algebra.
Lemma
1. K is a closed subgroup of G. The identity component KQ of K is a normal subgroup of H.
Proof. The first part of the statement can be obtained as follows: H is the identity component of the closed subgroup of G consisting of all elements a of G such that ad(a)*u) = id. The second part of the lemma follows immediately from the equality In the case of a symplectic Lie group the Hamiltonian bundle is a principal fibre bundle G--G/H. This note is devoted to the investigation of connections in Hamiltonian bundles of symplectic Lie groups. 
defined a G-invariant connection form on the Hamiltonian bundle of the symplectic Lie group (G,cj). Proof. Of course, the formula (2) defines a leftinvariant 1-form on G. Taking an element X of h and denoting by X* the fundamental vector field on G which respect to X (which is the left invariant vector field on G satisfying X g = X) we have
at any point x of G. Now it remains to prove that the form 6 satisfies the equality 
we obtain the relation X e [g,g~]. Thus, g = [g»g] + m. Finally, if X e h (resp., X e h°), then i 9(x) w = i x for ij(X) = X (resp., 
